Abstract This paper shows that every non-separable hereditarily indecomposable Banach space admits an equivalent strictly convex norm, but its bi-dual can never have such a one; consequently, every non-separable hereditarily indecomposable Banach space has no equivalent locally uniformly convex norm.
Introduction
It has been proven that the following statements of Bollobás (for the great contributions of Gowers, the Fields medalist of 1998) in the International Congress of Mathematicians (Berlin, 1998) [1] is absolutely right: "In functional analysis Gowers has solved many of the best-known and most important problems, several of which originated with Banach in the early 1930s. The shock waves from these results will reverberate for many years to come, and will dramatically change the theory of Banach spaces".
Owing to Gowers' outstanding work in both functional analysis (he has made the spaces that recently entered the scene of Banach space theory: "spaces without unconditional basic sequences", "spaces with few operators", "distortable" and "arbitrarily distortable" spaces, etc; all of them are different faces of a new kind of construction of separable Banach spaces called "hereditarily indecomposable spaces"-discovered by the author together with Maurey) and combinatorics (see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and also other survey articles [20, 1, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] and [27] ), he won the Fields medal of 1998. It has been just like what Bollobás said [20] : "In the theory of Banach spaces not only has he solved many of the main classical problems of the century, but he has also opened up exciting new directions." A Banach space X is said to be hereditarily indecomposable (HI) provided it does not contain an infinitely dimensional closed subspace which can be divided into the direct sum of its two infinite dimensional closed subspaces, i.e, for every pair of infinite dimensional closed subspaces X 1 , X 2 ⊂ X and for every ε > 0 there exist x 1 ∈ X 1 , x 2 ∈ X 2 with x 1 = 1 = x 2 such that x 1 + x 2 < ε. Now, on one hand, Gowers and other analysts are using the "arbitrarily distortable" technique of HI spaces developed by Gowers, Maurey and other mathematicians to other mathematical topics (see, for example, [28, 29, 30, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , [37] and [38] ). On the other hand, many mathematicians have been investigating properties of HI spaces (see, [39, 40, [41] [42] [43] ), [44, 45, 46, 47] and [48] [49] [50] ). It has been already found that a space of HI type or the Gowers-Maurey type can be so "bad" that it has no subspace of infinite dimensions with a separable dual [14] , and can be so "nice" that it has an equivalent uniformly convex norm [42] . Yet a lot of long-standing open problems would be resolved by constructing various types of hereditarily indecomposable Banach spaces, especially, non-separable HI (see, for instance, [27, 51] ). In fact, the class of HI spaces is an essentially large family among separable spaces ( [39, 45] ). It has been shown by Lindenstrauss [52] that every non-separable reflexive space is not an HI space. This paper focuses on the renorming properties of non-separable HI spaces.
Geometric Properties of Non-Separable HI
Throughout this section, the letter X will always be a Banach space, and X * , X * * denote its dual and its bi-dual, respectively. We denote by τ (X * , X) the weak-star topology on X * ; if no confusion arises, it is also denoted simply by w * . For two subspaces X i (i = 1, 2) ⊂ X, we always denote by X 1 ⊕ X 2 the topological direct sum of the two spaces, or equivalently, the projection P :
Definition 2.1 A bounded subset A ⊂ X
* is said to be a norming set of a subspace X 0 ⊂ X provided there exists a positive number
* is said to be a standard norming set of
Definition 2.2 A Banach space X is said to be decomposable if there exist two closed subspaces X i (i = 1, 2) of infinite dimensions such that X can be represented as the (topologically) direct sum of the two subspaces
X i (i = 1, 2), that is, X = X 1 ⊕ X 2 ; X is
said to be hereditarily indecomposable if every infinitely dimensional closed subspace of X has no non-trivial decomposition into a direct sum of two Banach spaces, this is equivalent to saying that for every pair of subspaces
X i (i = 1, 2) and every ε > 0 there exist x i ∈ X i (i = 1, 2) with x 1 = 1 = x 2 such that x 1 + x 2 < ε.
Proposition 2.3 Suppose that X is a Banach space and Y ⊂ X is a closed subspace. If
is a closed subspace and there is a constant D > 0 such that x ≥ Dp(x) for all x ∈ X. It suffices to show that there exists ε > 0 such that for any y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z with y = 1 = z we have y + z > ε. Because p is an equivalent asymmetric norm on Y , there exists a constant
The proof is complete by taking ε = DC.
Theorem 2.4 Suppose that X is a hereditarily indecomposable Banach space. If
A is a (symmetric) norming set of an infinite dimensional subspace X 0 of X, then within additional finitely many elements in X * , it is also a norming set of the whole space X.
is an equivalent norm on X 0 since A is a symmetric norming set of X 0 . Note p is a continuous semi-norm on X. By Proposition 2.3, Y = {y ∈ X : σ A (y) = 0} is a subspace of finite dimensions, since X is hereditarily indecomposable and since X 0 + Y = X 0 ⊕ Y . Without loss of generality, we assume that σ A is a norm on X (otherwise, we add finitely many functionals which form a norming set of Y ). Continuity of σ A says that there is C > 0 such that
Since σ A is an equivalent norm on X 0 , there exist
Suppose, to the contrary, that σ A is not an equivalent norm of X. Then, by induction, we will construct a basic sequence {x n } with x n = 1 such that σ A (x n ) < 2 −n δ for all positive integers n.
Let {ε n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence of positive numbers with
Choose any x 1 ∈ X with x 1 = 1 such thatσ A (x 1 ) < δ2 −1 . Let B 1 be the closed unit ball of the onedimensional space E 1 ≡ span{x 1 } and {z j } m 1 j=1 be elements in B 1 with z j = 1 such that for any x ∈ B 1 with x = 1 there is z j satisfying x − z j ≤ ε 1 /2, and let {z * j } m 1 j=1 be functionals of norm one such that z * j , z j = 1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , m 1 . Next, choose x 2 ∈ X with x 2 = 1, z * j , x 2 = 0 for all j and with σ A (x 2 ) < δ2 −2 . This can be done since σ A is also not an equivalent norm on ∩ m 1 j=1 {x ∈ X : z * j , x = 0}. Inductively, we obtain sequences {x n } ⊂ X,
−n for all positive integers n; ii) z * j , z j = 1 for all positive integers j; iii) For each x ∈ B n of norm 1 there is z j with 1 ≤ j ≤ m n such that x − z j ≤ ε n /2, where B n denote the closed unit balls of E n .
To show that {x n } is a basic sequence, it suffices to show that for each positive integer n, for every x ∈ E n = span{x i } n i=1 and every scalar α,
3) which implies that {x n } is a basic sequence whose basis constant is less or equal to 1 + ε. In fact, we can assume that x = 1. By iii), we choose
Let E be the closed subspace generated by the basic sequence {x n }. Then for every x ∈ E with x = 1, there is a sequence {α n } of scalars such that x = ∞ n=1 α n x n . We can easily observe that |α n | ≤ 1 + ε for all n. This explains that σ A (x) ≤ (1 + ε)
, which implies that X 0 +E = X 0 ⊕E. This contradicts the hypothesis that X is a hereditarily indecomposable space.
Proposition 2.5 Every HI is isomorphic to a subspace of l
∞ .
Proof Suppose that X is an HI. Choose any separable infinitely dimensional subspace X 0 ⊂ X and choose a countable norming set A ⊂ X * of X 0 . Then, by Theorem 2.1, it is also a norming set of the whole space X, so that spanA is w * -dense in X * and X * is w * -separable. Let {x * n } be a countable set with x * n ≤ 1 which is w * -dense in the closed unit ball of the dual X * and define T : X → l ∞ by T x = ( x * n , x ) for all x ∈ X. Clearly, T x = x for all x ∈ X, and this implies that T is an isomorphic mapping from X onto T X ⊂ l ∞ . In spite of the examples showing that subspaces of a separable locally convex space are not necessarily separable (see, for instance [53] ), the following conclusion is always true: We denote by · Y the norm of Y . Next, we show that (X, · Y ) (acting as a subspace of Y * ) is isometric to (X, · ). In fact, for every −→ y. This means that for every z ∈ Y we have x n k , z → y, z . Note that (X, τ (X * * , X * )) is not separable. We observe that the τ (X * * , X * )-closure of span{x n }
